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101 Online & Site Security 
Keeping Yourself & Your Websites Safe



ONLINE SECURITY IS HARD!



It Doesn’t Have To Be

As long as: 

1. You Secure your online presence 

2. You build a website with security in mind

3. You have the proper tools and knowledge of keeping yourself 

safe online …

4. You Take the proper precautions …

5. The end result?



You’ll Be A Happy Camper

When you have an online presence, you have to take care of 

yourself and your business. Taking the proper precautions to 

mitigate yourself from any headaches that may occur.

Even if it’s just doing the basics, it’s more than most do! 

Be Proactive 

Not Reactive

So let’s begin. 



Dangerous Habits

A Dangerous Habit - The use of the same or Weak passwords

Over and over again! Come on! Admit it. 

...We are all guilty of this.

Over 60% of the confirmed data breaches come from using 

Weak or Stolen passwords. 

….That alone is scary.

So you have to start to protect yourself.



Misconceptions

Many Wordpress users believe in the misconception. 

That just installing an SSL certificate is enough to secure their 

sites.

….That is a very dangerous misconception

Close to 50% of the Wordpress Security vulnerabilities happen 

because of negligence. 

This reason alone is why cybercriminals know these types of  

sites are the easy targets. 



Taking The First Step 

Before we dive into Wordpress security there are some steps 

you need to do beforehand

… You need to take care of your online Security first!



CYBER SECURITY

The Internet Takes a big role in our everyday lives. 

It’s not surprising that being secure online is as important as it has 

ever been, especially in today’s climate. 

Where everyone is doing everything online! 

Learning How To Safeguard Yourself From

Malware 

Phishing Scams

Ransomware 

Scam sites

Are Vital



Password Management Tools

Taking the extra effort with your passwords.

This is never a bad idea. 

Using the Built-in browser based password managers is not a 

good idea. They can be easily be circumvented and are not 

secure. 

Using a Password Management Tool to randomly generated 

passwords for you. Plus you never have to remember them.

It’s a great step forward in securing your online life. 



Password Management Tools

Recommended Tools that are Well known in the Industry

Free/Paid options: LastPass, Dashlane and RoboForm

They are easy to set up 

Accessed by multiple platforms. 

Web Autofill features

Easily Auto Generate Passwords

Fully Encrypted to keep your passwords safe.

https://www.lastpass.com/
https://www.dashlane.com/
https://www.roboform.com/


Using Multiple-Step Authentication 

Multiple-Step Verification is an 

important tool for identity verification

Usually Called Two-factor Authentication 

Or 2FA for Short



Using Multiple-Step Authentication 

2FA can be enabled to work with:

● Your email

● Your Online Banking

● Your Cloud Storage

● Your Communication Apps for work



Using Multiple-Step Authentication 

There are several Apps you can use for 2FA

Recommended: 

Google Authenticator & Authy

Available on:

Android, iOS 

Desktop app

Browser Extension

https://support.google.com/accounts/answer/1066447?co=GENIE.Platform%3DAndroid&hl=en
https://authy.com/


Keeping Your Computer Safe

It doesn’t matter if you’re on:

Windows

Mac

Android

Enabling Antivirus Software to shield you from 

malware.

Try to find one that automatically screens email 

attachments to keep you from Phishing Scams. 



Beware of Phishing 

Always! No matter what 

1. Double check who sent you the email. 

If it’s too good to be true, it usually is.

2. If the email looks remotely suspicious. 

never click any links or download any 

attachments.

If you are not sure just delete it. 

Better safe than sorry!



Scams Sites Stay Away!



Scams Stay Away!

Like it or NOT You can fall prey

How do Scams sites Work

They Spread Fast,  like wildfire

They have  Eye-catching headlines that 

are almost always unbelievable to believe 

and they usually are!

Social Media speeds up the process. 



How To Spot  Scams Type Sites

Research The Publisher 

● Always check the background of the site you are reading 

and where they are  getting the information from. 

● Look at the Domain Name

● Read The “About us” section. 

● Research if the is a real legit person. 



How To Spot  Scams Type Sites

Quality check the Article & Sources

● Check for spelling errors

● Overly dramatic punctuations ie: ?!?!?!

● Check the Grammar

● Using all CAPS!

● Valid sources - If they do not reference any valid source it’s a 

sign it can be a scam or it’s Fake. A valid source always 

proof reads and give sources to their stories. 



Website Security

When you first build a site the 

first thing that comes to mind is 

where should I host my site?

There are many ways to handle 

this. Here are some ways to 

help you have a safer and more 

secure site 



Website Security

Website Security Always begins with 

• A Secure Web Hosting Provider

• It’s the essential building blocks of your online presence

• A good hosting will always have your back when something 

goes wrong. 



Website Security

Website Security Always begins with 

• Have an effective disaster recovery options

• Reliable customer support you can lean on

• There are many options out there for a good hosting 

company Like Float hosting

• But here are things you can do to help protect yourself. 

https://floathosting.com/


Backup! Backup! and Backup!

Wordpress backup is key to having your site up and running 

as quickly as possible, if a catastrophic event happens. 

Do not leave it to your hosting take control of your backs ups. 

Wordpress backups can be accomplished in two ways.



Backup Backup and Backup!

First Backup method is local backup.

Where your hosting provider’s server creates a local backup 

for you. Many hosting companies have weekly backups of 

your site included with your hosting platform. I call this I’m in 

trouble solution, Need to get my site up. But you are not 

always in control. 

So you may lose data.



Backup Backup and Backup!

Second Backup method is Offsite backup. 

This is where you use a third party solution to offload your 

wordpress site backup to a storage solution. 

Like Google Drive, Amazon S3 or Dropbox.  

You want to leverage this by scheduling daily backups of 

your site to an offsite location for safe keeping.

This can be easily accomplished by using a backup plugin



Backup Backup and Backup!

UpdraftPlus Plugin is our recommendation of choice

Has full backup options to bring your wordpress site back to 

where it was if you had a mishap.

Worst case scenario, is if your site has been infected with 

malware or has been hacked. 

You can easily restore it to what it once was and get your site 

back up and running in relatively short period of time. 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/updraftplus/


Have a strong password

This circles back to Password management

A Strong password is basic 

but often overlooked as wordpress 

security.

THIS IS A MUST DO

This alone protects you  against

many Wordpress vulnerabilities 



Have a strong password

Passwords Ideally:

Should be hard to guess

and must contain case sensitive 

alphanumeric with punctuations. 

You should always have different 

passwords for every site you create

This is where the password manager 

comes in handy. 



Have a strong password

If you have multiple users on your site or run eCommerce 

Store

The recommendation is to enforce 

strong password habits on your site. 

A good plugin for this from WP White 

Security called Password Policy 

Manager

It will ensure that all users always use a strong 

password. 

https://www.wpwhitesecurity.com/wordpress-plugins/password-policy-manager-wordpress/


Use Two- Factor Authentication

Adding 2FA is an Industry Standard 

Practice  that adds two layers 

credentials to your wordpress 

website. There are two options (I’ll 

discuss the second option later)

This enables your phone or a desktop app to be 

barrier to be able to login to your site. There are 

bunch out there I recommend to use Two Factor 

Authentication by the Updraft. Benefits it supports 

woocommerce and affiliate logins

https://wordpress.org/plugins/two-factor-authentication/


Using Captcha

Now that you have a strong password 

and 2FA which both help with brute 

force attacks. To enforce the strong 

password & 2FA, you can use 

captcha. Specifically Google Invisible 

reCaptcha. 

General Visitors won’t get it every time.

By default it’s invisible and only kicks in when 

Google suspects that the visitor is not human. So 

helps with bot attacks. 



Google Invisible reCAPTCHA Plugin

The Google Invisible reCaptcha Plugin 

Can protect your wordpress site by protecting things like

● Registration forms

● Login forms 

● Spam Comments

● Reset passwords form

Just to name a few and it’s a must have in your wordpress site. 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/invisible-recaptcha/


Restricting Login Attempts

While you would think this was a standard option on wordpress 

it’s not. By Default any visitor can come and try as many times 

they want to try and login to your site. 

So you want to add an extra layer of security by installing 

Limit Login Attempts Reloaded plugin. 

This mitigates hackers from exploiting multi login attempts and it 

reduces the brute force login attacks on your site. 

Note: For the EU Users this is GDPR compliant 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/limit-login-attempts-reloaded/


Change The Wordpress Login URL

By Default changing this makes it harder for hackers to brute 

force your website. 

It’s a simple solution however a very powerful one to implement 

that vastly increases your the security of your wordpress site. 

There are few plugins out there I recommend WPS Hide Login

and it changes your login to something that is not the default 

Wordpress admin login url.

Just make sure you remember it and bookmark it

So you don’t forget it. 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wps-hide-login/


Change Your Default Username

I know this is such a basic thing. But I lost count on how many 

times I’ve seen people still use “admin” as their main username.

You are basically giving them half of your login details if you are 

using admin as your username. 



Change Your Default Username

A simple way to Fix this oversight if you currently have admin 

as your username is to follow these steps without any plugins

1. Login to your Wordpress Dashboard

2. Create a new user 

3. Assign the user the role of Administrator

Logout now and Log back in and delete the original user but assign 

any posts you’ve made in the past to the new user and that’s it now 

you have a more secure login. 

Don’t forget to use always use a strong password!



Using Different User Roles

Now that you have your Admin Login & it’s more secure. 

Let’s use Roles to make it even harder for hackers to create 

mayhem on your site. 

The Administrator Role is what most users use to do everything from 

posting content to upgrading the site, etc. But it also gives a hacker 

the keys to the kingdom. 

So for day to day use I recommend to create an Editor Account for 

you to use. It’s created the same way as we did with changing your 

admin username. You would just assign editor 

and will keep it as your primary day to day login. 



Using Different User Roles

The Key Benefit of using an Editor Role as your main login is simple 

it does not have Administrator privileges. 

An Editor role has full control of all the content sections of your 

website. So you can add, edit, publish and delete any post even 

ones created by others. It’s basically like a moderator for your 

website. 

Once Setup only use your Admin accounts for Updates and installs. 



Using Different Roles For VA

If you have VA’s 

Then you would want to assign them either an Author Role or 

Contributor role for them if they are posting content. 

Main difference between the two is, the contributor can not publish 

the content without approval. 

An Author can write, edit and publish  and delete their own posts. 

Even if they are published.



Keep Your Site Updated

Keeping your wordpress site update is also key to security. 

The wordpress team constantly releases fixes that will generally 

strengthen the security of your Wordpress site. 

Not doing this as soon as the patches are released can give 

attackers the chance to take advantage of a vulnerability that fixes. 

This also applies to any theme and Plugins 

Warning about this later



Keep Your Site Updated

Important Note: Before doing any major patch on your site Always Do 

a Full backup of your site using the updraft plugin I’ve mentioned. 

Just in case if something is not functioning as intended you can always 

revert.

Some Hosting companies give you the option to automatically do 

security updates. It’s up to you if you want to enable that feature or not.  

Always Update your Plugins and themes as well.

Note: Some hosting companies might force the update if your site 

becomes a security risk. That’s a Good Hosting Company



Delete Any Unused Theme or Plugins

This might sound silly, but a good way to introduce a vulnerability on 

your site is to have an outdated theme or plugin. 

Where an attacker can inject nefarious code into your site bypassing 

all your hard work. 

Most users just deactivate plugins if you are no longer going to use 

them just uninstall. 

You are better off, you can always install them back if you decide to 

use them again. 



About Theme or Plugins

Last thing Always get your plugins from a trusted source as a 

general precaution. 

Getting themes and plugins from other sources can lead to opening 

up new security loopholes onto your site. 

Always get a theme or plugin from the source either the creators 

themselves or the wordpress repository. 



Security Plugins

Now for those of you that consider yourself advanced users. 

You can use other methods to accomplish a lot of this. 

But for the rest of the users out there this is an easier option to 

bascially accomplish the same thing. 

Having a Security plugin is paramount. There are a lot of plugins out 

there paid and free that do a lot of the same things.



Security Plugins

The main concern for me is the added protection of a 

Firewall Which protects from Zero Day attacks.

Which is what I was referring to earlier when keeping 

your site updated. 

So for any reason you can not update your Site. 

This will help prevent those attacks from happening.    



Security Plugins

A Firewall Prevents threats from entering your site by:

Blacklisting ip addresses, a group of users, it can even block 

countries if they seem to be acting suspicious.

They also can protect your login page with Two Factor 

Authentication in your login page. (See a trend here? )    

It also scans your site for malicious codes and files 

It then will notifies you if it finds anything wrong. 



Security Plugins

Recommended Plugin: Wordfence

What I love about this plugin it has all those features I just 

mentioned and more.  Here are few things Wordfence does for you.

Blocks Unwanted bots and scrapers that perform unauthorized 

security scans on your site. 

Protects Login Url from Brute force attacks 

Compares the core WP file with the wordpress repository and 

reports any changes.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


Security Plugins

Recommended Plugin: Wordfence

It repairs changed files by overwriting them with the original version

Enables Two Factor Authentication

Adds Login Captcha 

Adds a honeypot to user registration form 

Which reduces Bot registration attempts 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


Security Plugins

Recommended Plugin: Wordfence

It does a lot more! But one of my pet peeves during installation that 

most hosting companies don’t have changed when doing an install 

is changing the default WP database prefix to something different. 

When installing any wp site this is the first thing I always do I never 

use the standard wp_ prefix . 

This is one step in protecting the database of your site is changing 

just that one thing. 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


Security Plugins

Recommended Plugin: Wordfence

Speaking of Database Security the other thing it does, is that you 

can setup an automatic backup of just your database. 

Setting this up with the combination of Updraft backup plus is a bit 

overkill. But you can never have to many back ups. 

The database is the heart of your site!

So it doesn't hurt to enable this.

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


Security Plugins

Recommended Plugin: Wordfence

File System Security feature: I used to do all this manually and you 

still can, as an advanced user but this plugin does it for you. 

It looks for permission settings which are not secure and fixes them. 

Protect your PHP Code by disabling editing from wordpress admin 

area. Which can be really bad if an attacker gets in and they 

basically have free reign  on your site if this not disabled. 

Plus much much more. 

This is a must have in your wordpress arsonal 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/wordfence/


Taking Action on these Steps

As you can see every step we do adds an extra layer of security 

To Our sites and our online security 

The sheer number of sites getting hacked, malware being 

infected Scam types sites is in a rapid incline. 

They will keep us all on our toes.



Final Thoughts


